In this paper I will review some of the recent results that have been obtained in the soft glassy materials rhology. I will concentrate my attention on the formulation of two main models for soft materials: Soft Glassy Material (SRG) model proposed by Peter Sollich that quanties the mechanical response of these systems and predicts aging under suitable conditions and a time recurrence model (called Hopeld-Herz model by me) for earthquakes. I will discuss in particular that if the shear stress is small, it is possible characterize the system through linear rheology.
dynamics observed in disordered hard materials such as polymer melts and spin glasses.
The properties of many of these disordered soft systems evolve slowly with time, a behaviour commonly termed aging'. Aqueous foams, for example, age due to coarsening and bubble rearrangement processes. Polymer glasses, microgel solutions and aqueous clay suspensions are some more examples of aging systems. In spite of their apparent diversity, these materials are all structurally disordered and out-of-equilibrium. The existence of certain universal features in the evolution of the mechanical responses of these systems indicates an underlying generic mechanism that is responsible for the observed behaviour. To this end, a number of theoretical and experimental studies of the evolution of aging systems including calculations of magnetic susceptibilities in frustrated spin system, dielectric measurements of memory in molecular glasses, and measurements of the dynamic correlation functions of colloidal gels have noted commonality in the dynamics under study with seemingly disparate systems.
Within the linear response framework, storage and loss shear moduli describe elastic contributions in solids and dissipative processes in uids. Both moduli are connected via Kramers-Kronig relations and result from Fourier transformations of a single timedependent function, the storage shear modulus G (w) and loss shear modulus G (w) . G (w) and G (w) are the real and immaginary part of G (w) = G (w) + iG (w)
Complex Dynamic modulus. Importantly, the linear response modulus itself is dened in the quiescent system and (only) describes the small shear-stress uctuations always present in thermal equilibrium.
Brief review oh Kramers-Kronig relation.
The KramersKronig relations are a dispersion relations.
These relations are often used to relate the real and imaginary parts of response functions in physical systems because causality implies the analyticity condition is satised, and conversely, analyticity implies causality of the corresponding physical system. Let f be analytic throughout the complex plane except at a cut along the real axis extending from x 0 to innity. For a point z not on the x-axis, the Cauchy integral formula gives f (z) = 1 (2iπ) ¢ c f (t) dt (t − z) (1) where C is the contour shown in Figure 1 . We assume that f drops to zero fast enough that the contribution from the large circle tends to zero. The reader may show that the contribution from the small halfcircle around x 0 also vanishes. Then
Since z is s not on the real axis, we can ignore the i terms in the denominators, so that
The Schwarz reection principle in the form f * (z) = f (z * ) can now be used to yield
The nal result is
This is one form of a dispersion relation. It expresses the value of a function at any point of the cut complex plane in terms of an integral of the imaginary part of the function on the upper edge of the cut. When there are no residues in the Upper Half
Plane (UHP), we can obtain other forms of dispersion relations by equating the real and imaginary parts of
where the plus sign corresponds to placing the innitesimal semicircle in the UHP and the minus sign corresponds to the other choice. Here P is the principal value of an integral (Cauchy principal value).
The results is
where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to placing the small semicircle around x 0 in the UHP (LHP -Lower Half Plane-). The real and imaginary parts of f , as related by Equation (7) , are sometimes said to be the Hilbert transform of one another. In some applications the imaginary part of f is an odd function of its argument. Then the rst equation in (7) can be written as
To arrive at the dispersion relations, the following condition must hold:
where R is the radius of the large semicircle in the UHP (or LHP). If f does not satisfy this prerequisite, it is still possible to obtain a dispersion relation called a dispersion relation with one subtraction. This can be done by introducing an extra factor of x in the denominator of the integrand. We start with
Res (10) conning ourselves to the UHP and assuming that there are no poles there, so that the sum over residues is dropped:
It may check that by equating the real and imaginary parts on both sides, letting x 1 = 0 and x 2 = x 0 , and changing x to −x in the rst half of the interval of integration, it obtains:
For the case where
1.1.1
Example.
In optics, it has been shown that the imaginary part of the forward scattering light amplitude with frequency ω is related, by the so-called optical theorem, to the total cross section for the absorption of light of that frequency:
Substitution this to the precedent equation yields:
Thus, the real part of the (coherent) forward scattering of light, that is, the real part of the index of refraction, can be computed from Equation (15) by either measuring or calculating σ tot (ω), the simpler quantity describing the absorption of light in the medium. Equation (15) is the original Kramers-Kronig relation.
The KramersKronig relations have a physical interpretation. The imaginary part of a response function describes how a system dissipates energy, since it is out of phase with the driving force. The KramersKronig relations imply that observing the dissipative response of a system is sucient to determine its in-phase (reactive) response, and vice versa.
Viscoelasticity.
Another important property of the soft materials is the viscoelasticity.
Viscoelastic materials exhibit both, elastic and dissipative, phenomena depending on external control parameters like temperature and/ or density. The origins of the change between uid and solid like behavior can be manifold, including phase transitions of various kinds. One mechanism existent quite universally in dense systems is the glass transition, that structural rearrangements of particles become progressively slower. It is accompanied by a structural relaxation time which grows dramatically.
Viscous materials resist shear ow and strain linearly with time when a stress is applied.
Viscosity is the most important ow property. It represents the resistance to ow.
Strictly speaking, it is the resistance to shearing, i.e., ow of imaginary slices of a uid like the motion of a deck of cards. Referring to Figure 2 , we can dene viscosity as the ratio of the imposed shear stress (force F , applied tangentially, divided by the area A), and the shear rate (velocity V , divided by the gap h):
τ and .
γ are conventionally used to designate the shear stress and shear rate, respectively. Depending on the change of strain rate versus stress inside a material the viscosity can be categorized as having a linear, non-linear, or plastic response. When a material exhibits a linear response it is categorized as a Newtonian material. In this case the stress is linearly proportional to the strain rate. If the material exhibits a nonlinear response to the strain rate, it is categorized as Non-Newtonian uid. There is also an interesting case where the viscosity decreases as the shear strain rate remains constant. A material which exhibits this type of behavior is known as thixotropic. In addition, when the stress is independent of this strain rate, the material exhibits plastic deformation.
Some phenomena in viscoelastic materials are:
if the stress is held constant, the strain increases with time (creep); if the strain is held constant, the stress decreases with time (relaxation); the eective stiness depends on the rate of application of the load; if cyclic loading is applied, hysteresis (a phase lag) occurs, leading to a dissipation of mechanical energy; acoustic waves experience attenuation;
rebound of an object following an impact is less than 100%;
during rolling, frictional resistance occurs.
Generally, viscoelastic materials are those for which the relationship between stress and strain depends on time.
In the previous part I told that if the material exhibits a non-linear response to the strain rate, it is categorized as non-Newtonian uid. There are very many liquids, or quasi-liquid, whose ow properties cannot be described by linear constitutive relations, though some of them become more viscous rather than less viscous as the rate of shear increase (like white of egg, shampoo, condensed milk, polymers in solution). All of them owe they non-linearity to the fact that, when they are subjected to shear, their structure alters in some way: in a slurry which consists of anisotropic solid particles suspended in water, for example, the particles tend to align under shear; in a molten polymer the long-chain molecules are entangled with one another and tend to become stretched in the direction of the shear as a result. As those example suggest, non-Newtonian liquid generally become anisotropic when they are sheared and this greatly complicates the task of describing them. Whereas the constitutive relation for an incompressible isotropic uid involve only one viscosity coecient, the constitutive relation for an incompressible uid with uniaxial anisotropy involve ve such coecients, each of them independent of the other. If the uid is biaxial rather than uniaxial, then more than ve coecients is likely to depend upon the rate of shear and since the dependence is rarely linear it cannot be adequately described with less than three parameters for each. Another source of complication lies in the fact that changes of structure, from isotropic to anisotropic or vice versa, take a nite time. In general, a given velocity gradient is unlikely to produce a signicant change of structure unless its inverse, which was the dimensions of time, is comparable with or less than the structural relaxation time. This rough rule explains why simple liquids (such as water) are Newtonian: the molecules in such liquids could in principle be forced by rapid shear into anisotropic congurations, but the relaxation time would be extremely short (∼ 10 −12 s) and the velocity gradients required would therefore be enormously larger than those which can be realised in conventional viscometers. Conversely, non-Newtonian liquids possess long relaxation times; in some cases they are extremely long, to be measured in hours or days or even years. It is hardly surprising that the stresses present in a typical non-Newtonian liquid which is undergoing shear are not necessarily determined by the instantaneous velocity gradients alone; they may also depend upon on the past history of the sample, e.g. on the time that has spent since these velocity gradients were rst established. Not only do the constitutive relation have many terms, therefore; each of these terms may need to be expressed, using yet more parameters, as an integral over times past. Most rheologists would restrict use the label Non-Newtonian uid to substances which, because they possess long structural relaxation times, are non-linear and tend to remember their past treatment.
It is very important focusing our attention about the fact that experimentally, there is a well developed phenomenology for such systems: their nonlinear ow behavior is often t to the form σ = A + Bγ n , where σ is shear stress andγ strain rate. This is the Herschel-Bulkeley equation or for A = 0 the``power-law uid''. The Soft Glassy
Rheology model that I'll treat in the next section is a non-linear model and it is the most general model about rheological models.
Linear Viscoelasticity.
Here we take up on the ideas hinted above, that even in a liquid as simple as water, the molecular structure has a tendency to become anisotropic during shear, though the degree of anisotropy may be minute and insucient to aect the viscosity in any measurable way. A linear viscoelastic uid is a uid which has a linear relationship between its strain history and its current value of stress.
Imagine rst a solid specimen of some isotropic elastic material, which at at time t is suddenly sheared about the x 3 axis through some small angle γ (0 < γ << 1), in such a way that a molecule situated at point (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is carried virtually instantaneously to the point (x 1 + γx 2 , x 2 , x 3 ); the specimen is then slightly anisotropic (in this case in biaxial sense), because all distances in the direction of (x 1 +x 2 ) have been slightly stretched and all distances in the direction of (x 1 −x 2 ) have been slightly diminished (herex 1 andx 2 represent the versor in the x 1 and x 2 directions). The deformation induces an instantaneous shear stress s 3 = Gγ where G is the shear modulus of solid, but if the solid is able to creep than the shear stress will subsequently fall ( Fig. 4) as individual atoms adjust their positions in ways that remove anisotropy without altering the shape of the specimen as a whole; we may express its value at any later time t + T by an equation of the form:
where the T -dependent fraction of f is such that f (0) = 1. In real solid there may well be a limit to the amount of creep which can occur. If, however, there is no such limit -if f decays to zero, at a rate which is fast enough for its integral over time convergethen the our hypothetical solid should in some circumstances display, as the following analysis shows, the behaviour associate with Newtonian liquids.
Imagine the specimen to be deformed in a continuous fashion, so that in the interval between t = t + T t < t, T > 0 and t + dt = t − T − dT dt > 0, dT < 0 the angle of shear increases by dγ. This increase generates a contribution to a s 3 of which a fraction of f (T ) persists at the later time t. Provided that the degree of anisotropy is at all time very small we are authorized to treat the response of the specimen as linear, and in that case, though not otherwise, we may add the residual stresses generated by a succession of earlier increments in γ to obtain the following results:
In two extreme cases its meaning is transparent. When the time taken to establish the shear strain, starting from γ = 0, is very short compared with a structural relaxation time τ dened by the equation
we may take f outside the integral in (18) and replace it by unity, thus obtaining the standard relation for a solid which does not creep, namely
When the relaxation time is very short, in the other hand, we may take dγ/dt outside the integral instead and write
This is the equation which holds for a Newtonian liquid subjected to planar shear of the sort we have considered, namely:
but with a viscosity given by
So how does a material respond to shear when its relaxation time is neither very long nor very short? an explicit answer requires knowledge of the form of f (t). If we follow
Maxwell's idea, who was the rst person to think along these lines, and set
then the shear stress associated with a particular shear strain which is oscillating with angular frequency ω and small amplitude is given by:
Depending upon one's point of view, this is equivalent either to a solid-like (20) with G replaced by a complex, frequency-dependent, shear modulus:
which is imaginary at frequencies which are small compared with τ −1 , or to the uid-like (22) with η replaced by a complex, frequency-dependent, viscosity:
which is imaginary at high frequencies. Within the framework of a linear theory such as this we may deal with strains which are varying with time in a manner which is not simple harmonic by breaking them down into simple harmonic Fourier components and adding the stresses due to each.
The general conclusions are, of course, that when the material is strained over times that are short compared with τ , it responds like an elastic solid, that when it strained over times that are long compared with τ , it responds like a viscous liquid and that in intermediate cases it responds hysteretically, with some dissipation of energy as heat.
It is said to be viscoelastic. Incidentally, it may be shown by dierentiating both sides of (18) with respect to t that equation may also be written in dierential form, if the decay of f (t) is exponential,
This results it's shown in Fig. 5 . For the same materials, linear or quasilinear viscoelastic measurements often reveal storage and loss moduli G (ω), G (ω) in nearly constant ratio (usually G (ω) /G (ω) ∼ 0.1) with a frequency dependence that is either a weak power-law or negligible. This behavior persists down to the lowest accessible frequencies, in apparent contradiction to linear response theory, which G (ω) requires thatit is an odd function of ω. This behavior could in principle be due to slow relaxation modes below the experimentally accessible frequency range (Fig. 6) . Each of those would cause a drop in G (ω) and a bump in G (ω) as the frequency is tracked downward. The fact that similar anomalous rheology should be seen in such a wide range of soft materials suggests a common cause. In particular, the frequency dependence indicated above points strongly to the generic presence of slow``glassy'' dynamics persisting to arbitrarily small frequencies; glassy dynamics is a natural consequence of two properties shared by all the soft materials mentioned above: structural disorder and metastability.
In such``soft glassy materials'', thermal motion alone is not enough to achieve complete structural relaxation. The system has to cross energy barriers that are very large compared to typical thermal energies. when activated, it can``hop'' to another trap. Bouchaud assumed that such hopping processes are due to thermal uctuations (Fig. 7 ).
The SGR model assumes that the``activation'' in SGMs is due to it interactions: a rearrangement somewhere in the material can propagate and cause rearrangements elsewhere. In a mean-eld spirit, this coupling between elements is represented by an eective temperature (or noise level) x. This idea is fundamental to the SGR model.
The equation of motion for the probability of nding an element in a trap of depth E at time t is:
In the rst term on the right-hand-side, which describes elements hopping out of their current traps,Γ 0 is an attempt frequency for hops, and e −E/x is the corresponding activation factor. The second term represents the state of these elements directly after a hop. Bouchaud made the simplest possible assumption that the depth of the new trap is completely independent of that of the old one; it is simply randomly chosen from some``prior'' distribution of trap depths ρ (E). The rate of hopping into traps of depth E is then ρ (E) times the overall hopping rate, given by:
The model (29) can describe a glass transition if the density of deep traps has an exponential tail, ρ (E) ∼ e −E/xg .
In fact, The steady state of Eq.(29), if one exists, is given by P eq (E) ∝ exp (E/x) ρ (E); the Boltzmann factor exp (E/x) is proportional to the average time spent in a trap of depth E. At x = x g , it just cancels the exponential decay of ρ (E), and so the supposed equilibrium distribution P eq (E) tends to a constant for large E; it is not normalizable. This means that, for x ≤ x g , the system does not have a steady state; it is``weakly'' non ergodic and``ages'' by evolving into deeper and deeper traps. The model (29) therefore has a glass transition at x = x g . Figure 7 : The potential well picture that forms the basis of the SGR theory for metastable and disordered soft systems. The potential energy landscape is characterised by a distribution of yield energies E and local strains l . As the system is sheared beyond a yield point (described by a nite value for the yield strain l y ), stress relaxation occurs by the rearrangement of particles (or elements) and the system settles to a new local equilibrium conguration. The dierent congurations of the system are shown as circles numbered from 1 to 5. ∆γ corresponds to displacements when the strain is less than the yield value necessary for the system to hop into the next potential energy minimum.
When the yield strain is large enough, the particle can undergo noise-induced hops into the next minimum, and the energy dissipated in such activated yielding processes (denoted by curved arrows) is indicated by the solid vertical bars.
SGR model (Sollich's model).
Sollich et all. generalised the trap model to understand the low-frequency rheology of SGMs. The SGR model proposed by Sollich et all. describes the ow and deformation behaviour of soft materials such as colloidal pastes, foams, emulsions and slurries that are characterised by metastability and disorder. The glassiness of these materials is a consequence of their structural disorder and metastability, while their softness arises from their ability to ow upon the application of macroscopic strains. SGR uses a generalised trap model to describe SGMs, such that each individual element, which moves in a one-dimensional piecewise quadratic potential (Fig. 7) , can undergo activated yielding processes due to structural rearrangement events in the system. Such structural rearrangement events are strongly coupled and the resulting interactions are quantied in terms of an eective noise temperature x.
The SGR model incorporates strain degrees of freedom into Bouchaud glass model. A generic SGM is conceptually subdivided into a large number of mesoscopic regions, and these form the``elements'' of the model. By mesoscopic it means that these regions must be small enough for a macroscopic piece of material to contain a large number of them, allowing us to describe its behavior as an average over elements and large enough so that deformations on the scale of an element can be described by an elastic strain variable. The elements should not be thought of as sharply dened physical entities, but rather as somewhat diuse``blobs'' of material. Their size simply represents a coarse-graining length scale whose order of magnitude is xed by the two precedent requirements.
We denote by l the local shear strain of an element. When the system is sheared, the blobs will initially deform elastically from the local equilibrium conguration, giving rise to a stored elastic energy. This continues up to a yield point, characterized by a strain l y , whereupon the blobs rearrange to new positions in which they are less deformed, thus relaxing stress. The mesoscopic strain l measured from the nearest equilibrium position is then again zero. As the macroscopic strain γ is increased, l therefore executes a``sawtooth'' kind of motion. Neglecting nonlinearities before yielding, the local shear stress is given by kl, with k an elastic constant; the yield point denes a maximal elastic energy E = The eects of structural disorder are modeled by assuming a distribution of such yield energies E .
To make the connection to Bouchaud's glass model, yield events can be viewed as`h ops'' out of a trap (or potential well), and the yield energy E is thereby identied with the trap depth. As before, we assume that yields (hops) are activated by interactions between dierent elements, resulting in an eective temperature x. The activation barrier is now E − To describe the state of the system at a given time, it need to know the joint probability of nding an element with a yield energy E and a local strain l. This is the master equation of the SRG model:
The rst term on the Rhs describes the motion of the elements between rearrangements, with a local strain rate equal to the macroscopic one,l =γ. The interaction-activated yielding of elements is reected in the second term. The last term incorporates two assumptions about the properties of an element just after yielding: it is unstrained (l = 0) and has a new yield energy E randomly chosen from ρ (E), i.e. uncorrelated with its previous one. Finally, the total yielding rate is given by:
Equation (31) says that the state of the system, described by P (E, l, t), evolves for a given imposed macroscopic strain γ (t).
The macroscopic stress represents the rheological response; it is:
Equations (31) − (33) dene the SGR model, a minimal model for the rheology of SGMs: it incorporates both the``glassy'' features arising from structural disorder and the``softness''.
It is a good choice set appropriate units for energy and time: x g = Γ 0 = 1 and we set k = 1; this implies that the density of yield energies has the form ρ (E) = exp
It is used the simplest form for ρ (E):
With this choice of units, SRG-model predictions are determined by a single parameter, the eective noise temperature x. This property of the model can be seen most clearly in the equilibrium state (γ = 0) for x > 0: all elements are then unstrained.
The constitutive equation for SRG model, with the non-strong condition that the initial state is completely unstrained, i.e. γ (t = 0) = 0 and
that relates the stress at time t to the strain history γ t 0 < t < t is:
with the yielding rate Γ (t) determined from:
The function
describe the purely noise induced decay of the stress. This decay is, however, governed not simply by the time interval between a change in macroscopic strain at t and a stress measurement at t, but by an``eective time interval''z = Z t, t given by:
Note that there are two dierent survival probabilities, given by G 0 and G ρ , respectively. The dierence arises from the fact that these probabilities are in fact averages over the distribution of yield energies, Eqs. (38) and (39): for elements that have survived from t = 0, this distribution is P 0 (E), while for elements that have yielded at least once, it is ρ (E).
With a picture of birth-death process, it is not so dicult understand what mean equations (36) and (37): each time an element yields, it``dies'' and is``reborn'' with l = 0. In between such events, its local strain just follows the changes in global strain γ (t). If an element was last reborn at time t , its local strain at time t is therefore l = γ (t) − γ t . Since we set k = 1, this is also its contribution to the stress. The rst term on the right hand side of Eqs. (36) and (37) is the contribution of elements that have``survived'' from time 0 to t; they do so with the``survival probability'' G 0 (Z (t, 0) ). The second term collects the contribution from all elements that have yielded at least once between time 0 and t, and were last reborn at t . The number of such elements is proportional to the rate of``rebirths'' at t , i.e., the yielding rate Γ t , and the corresponding survival probability G ρ Z t, t .
Most important it is the asymptotic behavior of G ρ (z): for the choice in (34), it nds that G ρ (z) = x!z −x asymptotically. In general it is possible prove that for a generic
for any arbitrary small > 0.
Consider now the case where strain-induced yielding can be neglected, such that Z t, t = t − t . This is always true for suciently small strain amplitudes. Below the glass transition (x < 1), the time integral
(36) then diverges in the limit t → ∞. Compatible with the intuitive notion of a glass phase, this means that the system has a very long memory and is non ergodic.we focus on situations where the system is ergodic. These include the regime above the glass transition, (x > 1), and the case of steady shear ow for all noise temperatures x (strain-induced yielding here restores ergodicity even for x < 1).
2.1.3
Linear Response.
If the shear stress is small, it is possible characterize the system through linear rheology. This describes the stress response to small shear strain perturbations around the equilibrium state. As such, it is well dened a priori only above the glass transition,
x > 1.
In the linear regime, all yield events are therefore purely noise induced rather than strain induced. The equation (36) for the stress can then be simplied to:
As expected for an equilibrium situation, the response is time translation invariant with G eq (t) being the linear stress response to a unit step strain at t = 0. The dynamic modulus is obtained by Fourier transform:
This an average over Maxwell modes with relaxation times τ . As x decreases towards the glass transition, this long-time part of the spectrum becomes increasingly dominant and causes anomalous low frequency behavior of the moduli, as shown in Fig.8 :
For x < 3 the system is Maxwell-like at low frequencies, whereas for 2 < x < 3 there is an anomalous power law in the elastic modulus. Most interesting is the regime 1 < x < 2, where G and G have constant ratio; both vary as ω x−1 . Behavior like this is observed in a number of soft materials.
The ratio G /G ∼ (x − 1) becomes small as the glass transition is approached. This increasing dominance of the elastic response G pregures the onset of a yield stress for x < 1 (discussed at beginning of this article). It does not mean, however, that the loss modulus G for xed small ω always decreases with x; in fact, it rst increases strongly as x is lowered and only starts decreasing close to the glass transition (when (x − 1) ∼ |lnω| −1 ). The reason for this crossover is that the relaxation time τ E eq = exp This model, in fact, is quite good to describe earthquakes, avalanches and so on and it exhibits distinct collective properties that range from system wide synchronization to self-organized criticality.
Andreas V. Herz and John J, Hopeld made some numerical simulation analysis and they proved that for nearest neighbour coupling and periodic boundary conditions, the model rapidly relax to phase-locked solution (the attractors are reached as soon as every elements has discharged once.
Seismic activity occurs predominantly on faults; they are located at the boundaries between tectonic plates. Relative plate movement leads to a slow accumulation of stress that is quickly released during earthquakes. By modelling, it is used a rectangular twodimensional lattice and the stress at site i is modeled by a scalar variable F i .
The duration of earthquakes (typically less than a minute) denes a rst time scale of the faults dynamics.
A second time scale, governed by the stress loading process, is given by a recurrence time between main events. The shortest observed recurrence time are in the 10-year range, more than six order of magnitude longer than the duration of single events: it is possible an adiabatic idea.
Neglecting aftershocks, earthquakes may thus be approximated as instantaneous events, separated by a silent episodes of uniform stress increase.
The last time scale is chosen such that dF i /dt = 1. When one of the F i reaches the threshold F th , it is set to zero. Simultaneously, the stress F nn of i' s four (because we chose a rectangular lattice) nearest neighbours are increased by αF th , where α < 1/4. This is an exact description of single slip events.
Events with multiple slips occur if during and due to the relaxation of block i becomes unstable (F j = F th ). It is considered the case in which j is reset as soon as F th is reached Without loss of generality, F th = 1. The dynamic can be choose as follow: the rst step is Initialize the F i randomly in (1 − w, 1) , where w is the uniform probability distribution width; in the second step, if F i ≥ 1 and if i is next in the update scheme, then
Finally we repeat the previous step until F i < 1 for all i. The last step is the following: if the condition of step two does not apply then
If γ = 1, the update order in step three does not inuence the evolution of the system in terms of its stable conguration. Events with multiple slips dier and give rise to distinct collective properties.
When γ = 1 (Abelian system), for periodic boundary conditions, the model approaches cyclic oscillation with period P = 1 − 4α. The stress increase due to slipped neighbour does not depend on whether they relax in a single or several events. This implies that during any time interval of lenght P no site i relaxes more than once: F i increases by at most 1 − 4α due to (48) and by up to 4α if all neighbours slip. At least the same total amount is lost in a single slip (46). It is possible show that the transients have a nite duration. In fact, let t max denote the rst time where all site have failed at least once, t i the last instance where site i slides before t max , t min the minimum of all t i and j a site that fails at t min without being triggered by other sites at that time. By denition, all sites discharge at least once in [t min , t max ]. The results implies that every site fails exactly once in [t min , t max ] and no site fails in [t max − P, t min ].
Since t max ≤ w, this proves that in nite time t max , a limit cycle is approached in the sense that F i (t) = F i (t − P ) for t > t max .This is shown in a following gure. For γ < 1, P -periodic oscillation with one slip per cycle cannot occur if a site is driven above threshold because a single stress drop would exceed unity, the total stress increase over cycle. This means that the system relaxes to ne-tuned states.
Because of the reduced number of neighbours, sites located at the edges and corners of the lattice receive less pull and cannot sustain the maximum failure rate P −1 . The resulting dynamical defects propagate into a bulk and prevent complete phase locking.
For γ = 1, synchronized cluster gradually change due to the loss and new rearrangement of phase-locked cells and one observes quasi-periodical behaviour with exponential sizefrequency relation for α < 1/4. For γ = 0, the ne-tuning previously described leads to a dierent intermittent behaviour, where clusters remains virtually unchanged over many cycles before they suddenly merge or break apart.
At the end, I want to discuss briey the parameter dependence of the model.
For small α and large enough w, events are expected to be localized with exponential size-frequency relation as observed in numerical experiments (Fig.10 ). If w ≤ α, the very rst rupture has to lead to a system wide avalanche, followed by a globally synchronized oscillation. If w ≤ 2α, a slipped row triggers to entire adjacent row as soon as a single element of the second row fails. This is a typical domino eect due to stress accumulation. If w + 4α < 1, a slipped site is reset to a value that is smaller than the minimal stress of blocks that have not yet failed. Since the system is driven uniformly, slipped site cannot catch up with the other elements. Thus every cell slips exactly once during the transient; this implies that the time evolution depends only on the ratio r = w/α and the falling sequences do not depend on γ.
On some faults, large earthquakes have repeated with remarkable coherence over a few cycles. Inhomogeneities are needed to generate these characteristic events. This analysis proves, however, that complex seismic cycles can emerge as collective phenomena in homogeneous single-fault model. At the same time, self-organized criticality (with exponents that depend on the amount stress dissipation) may occur, at least on the level of ensamble averages.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have reviewed theoretical models used extensively to understand the slow dynamics of soft and living matter, focussing in particular on two key concepts: soft glassy rheology and Hopeld model. The main purpose of the paper has been to provide a overview of these concepts and to catalogue some of the extensive experimental studies on a diverse range of soft and glassy materials that relate to these models.
These concepts continue to undergo theoretical development. On the experimental side, the emergence of techniques such as multispeckle correlation spectroscopy and the availability of high-precision commercial rheometers have greatly facilitated the study of soft glassy materials. Such continued innovation in experimental methods should lead to a better understanding of the aging, slow relaxational behavior, and glassy rheology observed in soft and living systems.
